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Abstract. I)~termining stress intensity factors is important in fracture mechanics. The 
extended finite element method (XFEM) provides a robust and accurate to determine fac-
tors. This paper describes some results from the analysis of cracked plates using XFEM. 
Extended finite elements a llow the entire crack to be represented independently of the 
meshing. The elements employ discontinuous functions and the facture mechanics two 
dimensional asymptotic crack tip displacement fields. The Fortran source code of Cast3M 
applies these elements to a set of examples. The obtained stress and deformation fields 
are used to compute stress intensity factors via interaction integrals. The results are 
compared with these obtained from conventional FEM to demonstrate the advantages of 
the employing the new elements. 
1. INTRODUCTION XFEM 
1.1. Governing·equation 
Consider a domain D, bounded by f. The boundary is partitioned into three sets: f UJ 
ft and f c as shown in Fig. l. Displacements are prescribed on f UJ tractions are prescribed 
on ft and re is assumed to be the tractions free. 
Fig. 1. Body with an internal crack 
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. The equilibrium equations and boundary conditions for this problem are 
\! . a + b = 0 in n 
a . n = [on rt 
a . n = 0 on r e 
u = fl on r u· 
The space of admissible displacement fields is defined by 
U = {v E V : v =fl on ru;v discontinuous on re}. 
The weak form of the equilibrium equations is given by 
l a ( u) : c (v) dD = / b · vdSl + / [ · vdru E U. Jn Jn Jrt 
(1) 
(2) 
Belytschko and Black, 1999 [3] show that (2) is equivalent to the strong form (1), and 
includes the traction-free conditions prevailing on the opposing surfaces of the crack. 
1.2. The partition of unity: 
A collection of functions 'Pi(x), each belonging to a node, defined over a body n (xE D) 
forms a partition of unity (see [1]) if: 
n 
L 'Pi (x) = i. (3) 
i=l 
where n is the number of nodal points. Using partitions of unity allows us to approximate 
displacements as: 
u" (x) ~ t 'Pi (x) (~ ,Pa (x) af). 
where 'Pi are partition of unity and 1/Ja, m are enrichment functions. 
1.3. Extended finite element method 
The finit e element shape functions are also form a partition of unity : 
n 
LNi (x) = 1. 
i= l 
(4) 
It is convenient therefore to choose finite element shape functions that are partitions of 
unity. From equat ion (4), we note that the finite element space (1/;1=1, V->a = O (a #1)) is a 
subspace of the enriched space ·uh. 
The enriched displacement approximation can be written as (see [2]) 
!EN 
4 
u1+H(x)a1+2.:Fa(x)b[, 
~ 
l ENr ~
!ENA 
(5) 
where UJ is the nodal displacement vector associated with the continuous part of the finite 
element , a1 is the nodal enriched degree of freedom vector associated with the Heaviside 
(discontinuous) function , and b'J is nodal enriched degree vector associated with the elastic 
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asymptotic crack tip function. In (5), N is the set of all nodes in the mesh; Nr is the set 
of nodes whose shape function support is cut by the crack interior (set of circles nodes); 
and NA is the set of nodes whose shape function support is cut by the crack tip (Nrn NA 
= 0) (sEe Fig. 2). 
Fig. 2. Selection of enriched nodes for 2D crack problem 
The interior of crack is modeled by the generalized Heaviside enrichment function H, 
where H takes on the value + 1 above the crack and -l below the crack (see [2]) 
( - { 1 if y > 0 
H 'x' y) - - 1 if y < 0 . (6) 
The functions F 0 are defined as: 
{ F~ ( r, B)} = { Jr sin ( ~) , Jr cos ( ~) , Jr sin ( ~) cos e, Jr cos ( ~) cos e} , ( 7) 
where ( r, 0) are the local polar coordinate at the crack ti9. Note that the first funct ion 
in (7) , ylrsin (8/2), is discontinuous across the crack faces whereas the remaining three 
functions are continuous. 
2. ESTABLISH THE ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX Ke 
2.1. The element stiffness matrix 
Replace the expression of displacement approximation (5) in the weak form (2), the 
follow discrete system of linear equation is obtained: 
K.U = f 
where K is the global stiffness matrix, U is the vector of nodal unknowns and f is external 
force vector. The element contribution to K and f are a8 follows: 
kua kub l 
k2la k~b 
i] i] 
kba kbb · 
tJ i] 
g = { ff" ff jibl ff2 fib3 ff4 }T, 
where the submatrices and vectors in (8) are given by: 
k1iT = f (B1:f DBjdD (m, n = u, a, b), Jne 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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ft= { NJ;dr + ( NibdO, (11) 
Jrtn8rle Jne 
ft = { NiHtdr + ( NiHbdO, (12) 
Jrtnane Jne 
fiba = { NiFatdr + { NiFo:bdO. (13) 
Jrtn8rle Jne 
In equation (10), Bi, Bf, Bf are the matrices of shape function derivatives which are 
given by 
(14) 
[ (N;H) x 0 l , Ba= 0 (NiH) ( 15) i (NiH),y ,y (NiH),x 
Bu= [ Bbl 
t t 
Bb2 
t 
Bb3 
t Bf4 ] = [Bf°'] (a = 1, 4) , (16) 
B!" ~ [ (NiFoJ,x ~NiFa),y l 0 (a= 1,4), (17) 
(NiFa) ,y (NiFa) ,x J 
we write [Be] = [ Bf Ba t Bf J in which case the element matrix becomes: 
(18) 
Note that the functions H and F w:1ich describe crack face discontinuity appear in 
the finite element formulation. Num0rical integration is used to calculate K"'. 
2.2. Numerical integration of the stiffness matrix 
The question arises of how best to perform the numerical integration. Elements not 
crossed by a discontinuity are readily integrated using standard three point Gauss quadra-
ture. When elements contain a crack, we must modify the element quadraturf, routines to 
assemble accurately the contribution of the weak form equation on each side of the discon-
tinuity. As the position of a crack in an element is arbitrary, standard Gauss quadrature 
may not be able to properly integrate the discontinuous field . In a cracked element , the 
domains n~ and n;;- on other side of the discontinuity are triangulated into subdomains 
and three point Gauss quadrature used in each subdomain: 
ne = .z=n6. 
6 
Note that the subdomains facilitate the integration without adding additional degrees of 
freedom. Since the modified integration scheme is needed only when an element contains 
a discontinuity, the additional computation burden is small. 
1'o implement the approach , Cast3M source code needs only one additional subroutine 
to deal with cracked elements. The combination of XFEM and subdomain t echnique avoids 
all potential meshing difficulties. Then simply solve KU = f to obtain stresses and use 
these to determine the stress inteasity factors. 
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Fig. 3. Sub-triangles used in numerical integration 
Numerical integration technique in above part let calculate the finite element with the 
crack using this new element for analyzing crack problem. We can receive the displacement 
and stress field for calculate stress intensity factor. 
3. CALCULATION OF STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR BY 
INTERACTION INTEGRALS 
This section describes the interaction integral technique due to Yau, Wang, & Corten, 
1980 [6]. Stress intensity factor solutions are obtained along a selected contour in terms of 
the known auxiliary solutions and field variables. The mixed-mode stress intensity factor 
solutions at the crack tip can be determined with ease and accuracy from information 
extracted in the far field. 
The coordinates are taken to be the local crack tip coordinates with the x1 axis par-
allel to the crack face. We consider two states of cracked body. State 1, ( ag), c-U), u?)) , 
corresponds to the present state and state 2, (a&), c-~Jl, u?l), is an auxiliary state which 
will be chosen as the asymptotic fields for mode I or II. The ]-integral for the sum of the 
two states is: 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
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where W(l,2) is the interacti9n strain energy 
' W(l,2) = 17 (1) E(2) = 17 (2) E(l). l) i] t) t) 
For general mixed mode problems I and II, ] -integral can be received from stress 
intensity factor K1 and Kn using [5]: 
J =Ky+ KJ1 
E' (23) 
where E' = E for the plane stress, E' = E/(1- v2) for the plane strain. Applying (16) to 
combined states gives: 
J(1+2) = J(1) + J(2) + 2_ (K(1) K(2) + K(1) K(2)) 
E' I I II II . (24) 
Equation (21) and (24) lead to the following relationship: 
J(1,2) _ ~ (K(1) K(2) + K(1) K(2)) 
- E' I I II II . (25) 
Making the judicious choice of state 2 as the pure Mode I asymptotic fields with 
Kf2)=1 gives 
K;1) = E' 1(1 ,mode I). 
2 
Mode II stress intensity factor can be determined in a similar way. 
03~"" j ___ ,__ I 
\ C- 'C___ '- 1· ) 
~' / 
-~~---·--
Fig. 4. Domain A is enclosed by r, C+, c_, Co. Unit normal mj=nj on Co, C+, 
c_ and mj=-nj on r 
(26) 
The form of the contour integral (18) is not well suited to calculation. We therefore 
recast this integral into an equivalent domain form by multiplying the integrand by a 
sufficiently smooth weighting function q(x) equal to unity on an open set containing the 
crack tip and equal to zero along an outer prescribed contour Co. Then for each contour 
r as in Fig.4 , assuming the crack faces are traction free and straight in the region A 
bounded by the contour Co, the interaction integral becomes 
(27) 
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where the contour C = r + C+ + C_ + C0 and m is the unit outward normal to the contour 
C. From the divergence theorem, the integral interaction can be simplified to read: 
mj = -nj on r and mj = nj on C0 , C+ and C_. 
4. NUMERICAL SIMULATION BY XFEM 
The crack procedure is summarized below: 
- Define the mesh and crack geometry 
(28) 
- Partition cracked elements into triangles, enrich the nodes and numerically integrate 
to establish the stiffness matrix K. 
- Solve KU = F for the displacements. 
- Use the displacement and resultant deformation fields to evaluate the interaction 
integrals. 
4.1. Plate with an edge crack: 
Consider a plate of width w and height L with an edge crack of length a=45 mm. The 
t ensile stress D"=lOO MPa. The exact solution of this problem is given 
K1 = CJ.../(iif, 
where C is a finite geometry correction factor given by: 
c = 1.12 _ 0.231(:)+10.55 (:r _ 21.72 c:r + 30.39 (:r 
Numerical results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6: 
Fig. 5. Stress field yy with w=lOOmm, L= 200mm, a.= 45mm Fig. 6. Deformation field 
Remark: The method shows excellent agreement between numerical and theoretically 
exact solution with less than 13 variation in all cases (see Table 1). 
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Table 1. The stress intensity factor K 1 subjected tensile stress 1 MPa 
Kn um Ktheory Error (3) 
w= lOOmm, L=200mm 2.848 2.877 -1.008 
w=llOmm, L=200mm 2.543 2.563 -0.78 
w=l20mm, L= 200mm 2.339 2.345 -0.256 
w= 130mm, L= 200mm 2.186 2.187 -0. 046 
w= 140mm, L=200mm 2.068 2.067 -0.048 
w= l50mm, L= 200mm 1.976 1.974 0.101 
4.2. Plate with center crack 
Apply XFEM with FEM t echniques to the following problem and compare results wit h 
the theoretically exact calculation. 
Consider a cracked plate subjected to a tensi le stress iT=lO MPa, the width and length 
of this plate are 2w and 2h. The crack is located at middle of plat e and length= 2a, a= lOO 
mm. 
Taking advantage of symmetry, we need only consider only one side of the plat e. 
(see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8). Refer Ngo Huong Nhu et al., 2006 [5] for results obtained by 
CASTEM2000. 
Fig. 7. Stress field yy with w= 400mm Fig . 8. Deformation fi eld 
Table 2. Compare the results of XFEM with these ones of FEM [5] and theory 
a/w 
1/2 
1/3 
1/4 
K1 (FEM) K1 (XFEM) 
208.60 208.377 
188.73 
183 .81 
188.949 
184.387 
K1 theory 
210.25 
190.07 
184.16 
Results indicate good agreement between XFEM using a simple mesh with those ob-
tained using standard FEM (see Table 2). 
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5. CONCLUSION 
This paper extends the FEM by enriching FE approximations to solve crack related 
problems with minimal special purpose meshing. Partition of unity functions render the 
technique simple and robust and able to model discontinuous fields to at least the same 
degree of accuracy as do more complex standard FEM analyses. We commend the XFEM 
method as a useful tool to solve crack growth problems without re-meshing reducing 
computational effort without loss of accuracy. Future work will extend the method to 
handle multiple cracks. 
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MO PHONG so VET NUT 2D BANG PHAN TD KHONG LIEN TlJC 
Xac dinh cac M s6 t~p trung U'ng sutit Ia rtit quan trong trong ccJ hoc pha huy. PhucJng 
phap ph§.n tlr hfru h<;tn ma r(mg (XFEM) da cho phep giai nghi~m chinh xac va nhanh 
ch6ng hcJn d§ xac dtnh cac M s6 nay. Bai vi§t nay mieu ta m<?t vai Ht qua khi phan tfch 
ban nU't thong qua XFEM. Nhung ki§u ph§.n tlr moi cho phep th§ hi~n v§t nut dQc l?-p 
trong luoi ph§.n tlr da du<;1c xay dl)'ng. l\hung ph§.n tll' nay dl)'a tren ham kh6ng lien tvc va 
mi@n ti~m c~n chuy§n vt dinh v§t nlrt cua ccJ hoc pha huy. Ma ngu6n Fortran tren ph§.n 
m@m CAST3M da du<;1c phat tri§n va ap dvng nhung ph§.n tll' nay d§ tfnh toan m<?t vai 
vf dv. Mi@n -Crng sutit va bi§n d<;tng thu dwc se dlt<;1c dung tinh M s6 t~p trung U:ng sutit 
th6ng qua tich phau tucJng tac. K6t qua tinh toan du<;1c so sanh voi k§t qua FEM va ly 
thuy§t d§ thtiy du<;1c l<;1i th§ cua loc;ti ph§.n tlr nay. 
